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The first book of Day by Day Armageddon took us deep into the mind of a
military officer and survivor as he made a New Year's resolution to start keeping
a journal. The man kept his resolution and brought to us the fall of humanity, day
by day. We see the man transition from the life that you and I live to the prospect
of fighting for his very survival against the overwhelming hordes of the dead. We
see him bleed, we see him make mistakes, we witness him evolve. The highly
anticipated sequel to the bestselling underground cult classic, Day by Day
Armageddon begins where the first novel left off.

BEGIN INTERCEPT
Armies of undead have risen up across the U.S. and around the globe;there is no
safe haven from the diseased corpses hungering for human flesh. But in the heat
of a Texas wasteland, a small band of survivors attempt to counter the millions
closing in around them.
INTERCEPT COMPLETE

Day by day, the handwritten journal entries of one man caught in a worldwide
cataclysm capture the desperation--and the will to survive--as he joins forces
with a handful of refugees to battle soulless enemies both human and inhuman
from inside an abandoned strategic missile facility.

But in the world of the undead, is mere survival enough?
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Editorial Review

About the Author
J.L. Bourne is a commissioned military officer and acclaimed author of the horror series Day by Day
Armageddon, and the dystopian thriller, Tomorrow War. With twenty years of active military and
intelligence community service behind him, J.L. brands a realistic and unique style of fiction. He lives on the
Gulf Coast but is sometimes spotted toting a rifle and a Bowie knife in the rural hills of Arkansas where he
grew up. Visit him at JLBourne.com before the grid goes dark.

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.
Aftermath

23 May
0057

I started feeling physically better the day of the twenty-first. The attack from the raiders had really busted me
up. I got out of bed, drank a gallon of water (over the course of a few hours) and stretched a bit. I asked John
what it looked like topside. He didn’t want to say much of anything so I followed him up to the control room
to look for myself. The previous night John had rushed out in the darkness and pulled the bag off one of the
cameras and dashed back inside. There were undead about and he didn’t wish to be out for long amongst
them.

More undead inhabit the area around where the fence was damaged. They are like water, flowing to the point
of least resistance. My painful burns are healing, but they were not that awful to begin with. Just a few
blisters on my face and other places. Our victory in the last encounter with the insurgents was largely due to
chance. What if they hadn’t been convoying cross-country with a fuel truck? We would have probably been
executed, unable to overcome their numbers. Outnumbered not only by the undead but by those who wished
us dead. I feared the insurgents nearly as much as the creatures. In theory they could at least outstrategize us
by putting their heads together and brainstorming on ways to force us from this compound. We do not know
how many tangos remain; however, I am sure they still dwarf our numbers.

• • •

On camera number three I could see the charred bodies of men walking about the wreckage of the diesel
truck and trailer . . .

Men that I had killed.

That night we went outside and put them down. To avoid muzzle flash, I snuck up on them from behind in
the darkness with NVGs, selected single fire on my carbine and popped them in the back of the head with the
barrel almost touching the skull. After every depression of the trigger I saw them react to the noise and start
moving toward the sound, blind in the darkness. They could still hear, even though many of them had
nothing that resembled ears. I repeated this seventeen times before they were all laid to rest.

We noticed that three vehicles had not been harmed badly in the fuel blast from the other night. There was a
Land Rover, a Jeep and a late model Ford Bronco a hundred yards from the charred grass zone. John and I
approached with caution. Upon closer inspection I discovered that both of the Jeep’s front tires were blown



and the window glass was spiderwebbed and concave.

Fifty meters farther were the Land Rover and the Ford. As I approached the Land Rover, I noticed that it
appeared to be in very good condition and had no previous owners inhabiting the interior. Bonus. John and I
walked up to the door; I opened it and checked the interior more closely. It smelled like pine, probably from
the tree hanging on the rearview mirror. We got in and carefully shut the doors just enough for the latch to
catch. I reached down to the ignition and turned. It roared to life. I suppose I would leave the keys in it too in
a world like this. I looked down at the flimsy plastic tag on the key. It read: Nelm’s Land Rover of Texas.

I suppose the marauders had acquired this vehicle after everything collapsed. The gas tank was three-quarters
of the way full and it had three thousand miles on the odometer. Not even broken in. I put the vehicle in gear
and sped off back toward the perimeter fence of the compound. When we neared the raider-covered cameras
we got out and took turns pulling the bags off them while the other covered.

The hole in the fence was about the same size as the length of the Land Rover. I didn’t feel like doing any
fence repair tonight so I brushed up on my parallel parking skills and maneuvered her in front of the fence
gap to discourage any of our cold-blooded amigos from getting inside the perimeter.

John climbed out the passenger side; I climbed over the console and also climbed out the passenger side. I hit
the lock in the door and slammed it shut, putting the key in my pocket. Who was I kidding? I’m still not
leaving the keys in it.

1248

I woke up a couple of hours ago after another painful, sleepless night. My blisters are starting to pop, causing
some respectable pain. I have a few blisters around my eyes where my skin was unprotected by my nomex
gear. The lump on the back of my head is starting to shrink, and more recently I am noticeably sorer than I
was right after my little incident with the tanker. This is a good sign. I am healing.

I have given up on the internet. It is down for the count. The websites that I had been checking to test things
out are down, i.e., military bases in the four corners of the United States. No internet activity. It is probably
safe to assume that if anyone is out there to log on to the net, it won’t matter. The backbone is shot and it
looks like all the IT guys are out to lunch for the next hundred years. The Land Rover has GPS navigation. I
went out to check things over and it appears the GPS is only acquiring three satellites for purposes of
position finding. I don’t know how long those satellites will remain in orbit without ground control station
support as well as the birds we are using to take photographs. We are fast approaching the Iron Age. I keep
fighting off the mental urge of self-destructive behavior. I don’t mean this in a “wrist-slitting” way; I
suppose I’m just feeling the need to take more risks because I’m tired of being in this predicament . . . but so
is everyone else, so I remain. Heading out in a bit with John to attempt to quietly repair the downed fence.

24 May
2344

John and I repaired the fence with the scrap metal and parts left over from the debris from the raider attack.
We also retrieved the Ford Bronco. It had four full gas cans in the back. I filled the Land Rover up with one
of the gas cans in the event we would be using it in the future. I don’t know why I didn’t think of this before
but I had totally forgotten about the aircraft throughout all of this. I remembered just as John was pulling up
in the Bronco. John and I went to the tree line to see if it had been tampered with or possibly damaged by
stray fire. It was just as I left it. The foliage I had placed on the plane to hide it was withered and brown,



making it stand out a little. John and I gathered more branches, improving the overall camouflage of the
aircraft before we left it to its solitude.

The undead in this area have been scattered. The marauders neutralized many of them as they herded them
back and forth around the compound. The cameras only show a few stragglers at the front blast door. The
rock-bearing freak is still shambling about there and has been for over a month. It is banging on the blast
door, marching to the beat of its own drum. The empty missile silo is a mess; John and I don’t even want to
bother with it. I don’t know what is causing these things to get up and walk around after death and I don’t
wish to be shuffling around down there and accidentally cut myself on an infected jawbone. If I had a cement
truck, I would fill up the fucking hole and just forget about it.

28 May
1851

We are still alive, but our scenario echoes of those that were in the hospital on life support before all of this
happened. They were living on borrowed time, doomed to die. We are one and the same. Eventually the
averages will catch me. It’s the when that is the real clincher.

I wouldn’t mind getting my hands on another fuel tanker (and not blowing it up) so that we would have fuel
for any expeditions we may need to undertake. I could park it a safe distance from the compound, learning
from the raiders’ mistake. It would definitely be worth the risk to have an overabundant source of gasoline. I
am not sure how much those tankers hold; however, I am sure one of them would supply enough fuel for our
two vehicles here for an extended period. Finding one should not be that difficult, as we could cherry-pick
one from the interstate up north a few miles.

2105

More code language on the radios. This time they are switching the frequency every minute to what I assume
is a planned order. Good COMSEC.

31 May
0118

I cannot sleep. Tara and I talked for a few hours today. I feel like I have no more purpose, and I’m not alone
in this. Many of us miss normal, we miss when punching a clock and doing a job was boring. At least before
all of this happened I had a job and goals. My only goal now is to stay alive. The adults got together today in
the recreation room and drank some rum and had a good old time. I almost forgot about our situation in my
alcohol-induced euphoria. I needed the release. We have been eating the compound’s packaged meals since
our arrival here. I would like some variety in my diet but shopping is getting more dangerous by the day.

It has been Memorial Day for an hour and a half. Tara and I went outside yesterday to pick some wild Texas
flowers as sort of a memorial to everyone we have lost. I personally don’t think there are enough flowers in
the world. It pains me to no end to think of my mother and father walking the hills of our land like those
creatures. I’m almost tempted to go home, just to see for myself and put them to rest like a decent son
should.

Laura’s schooling is coming along. Jan asked me to teach Laura some world history since I enjoyed it in my
former life as an officer. Laura’s eyes grew wide when I told her the stories of how the United States came
about and how men walked on the moon and such. She has never known a world without smart phones,



HDTV or the internet and she’s far too young to have ever seen Schoolhouse Rock. I’d give just about
anything to be sitting in my living room on an early 1980s Saturday morning singing about being just a bill,
sittin’ on Capitol Hill. I feel a bit of guilt that she has no peers and that there is no little boy to pull her
pigtails in school.

I really need my sleep as John and I have a little trip planned in the aircraft tomorrow. We are going out to
find some fuel for the plane and do some reconnaissance. This time we won’t be flying so low as to invite
small-arms fire. I have my charts from our trip to Matagorda Island that cover this area’s airports. I would
also like to find some sort of synthetic camouflage netting to better disguise the aircraft.

© 2010 J. L. Bourne

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Carolyn Livingston:

Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing
for us to know everything in the world. Each guide has different aim as well as goal; it means that e-book has
different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They are reading
whatever they get because their hobby is definitely reading a book. How about the person who don't like
reading through a book? Sometime, person feel need book after they found difficult problem as well as
exercise. Well, probably you should have this Day by Day Armageddon: Beyond Exile (Book 2).

Clyde Harlan:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be revise about what going on or info even
knowledge to make these individuals keep up with the era which is always change and make progress. Some
of you maybe will update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems
coming to you actually is you don't know which one you should start with. This Day by Day Armageddon:
Beyond Exile (Book 2) is our recommendation to help you keep up with the world. Why, because this book
serves what you want and need in this era.

Latosha Page:

You may get this Day by Day Armageddon: Beyond Exile (Book 2) by look at the bookstore or Mall. Merely
viewing or reviewing it could possibly to be your solve challenge if you get difficulties to your knowledge.
Kinds of this book are various. Not only by simply written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this
book by means of e-book. In the modern era like now, you just looking by your local mobile phone and
searching what your problem. Right now, choose your own personal ways to get more information about
your guide. It is most important to arrange you to ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try
to choose appropriate ways for you.



Richard Russell:

Some individuals said that they feel uninterested when they reading a book. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half elements of the book. You can choose the particular book Day by Day Armageddon:
Beyond Exile (Book 2) to make your current reading is interesting. Your own personal skill of reading
expertise is developing when you including reading. Try to choose straightforward book to make you enjoy
to learn it and mingle the idea about book and reading through especially. It is to be initial opinion for you to
like to open a book and study it. Beside that the guide Day by Day Armageddon: Beyond Exile (Book 2) can
to be a newly purchased friend when you're truly feel alone and confuse with what must you're doing of
these time.
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